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"Under U.S.-German agreements, only stamps of the two countries were to 
be used on board. German Seapost cancels on non-German stamps are 
infrequent. I'd guess 90% plus are philatelic. If somebody legitimately, i.e., 
a passenger after leaving Britain, had a British stamp and happened to use 
it, then normally the stamp would be invalidated by pen etc., the Seapost 
cancel applied to the cover, and postage due charged, but not always 
collected."  The ships did stop in Southampton.” 
 
“The Norddeutscher Lloyd, Bremen line was founded in 1857 to improve 
shipping connections to England as well as trans-Atlantic passenger, 
freight, and mail service to America via New York. In 1847 the US had 
established Bremen as its continental mail agency. That Rosemary's stamp 
has the AL perfin of the American Line, makes it all the more interesting!” 
 
Hastings Borough Council - Bulletin 342/9 
 
Stephen Steere writes to reply on John Frost’s request in Bulletin 342/9.  
“Hastings County Borough Council have used five perfin dies known to 
the Tomkins catalogue, they are:” 
 

Die No.       In Use 
H1160.04  HC  1905-1910 
H1160.05A  HC   c1936    (I have on KEVIII) 
H1160.02a  HC  c1946    (I have die on KGVI light colours) 
H1160.02  HC  1950-1974   Earliest date 16/1/1951 
 

“I have another die HC H1160.10A on a KEVII 1d dated 1903 and 
postmarked Hastings, and another similar variety on a KEVII ½d. They are 
probably from a small alphabet Waterlow SPG type variable die. Another 
die with a part Hastings postmark is HC H1160.12a on KGV 1½d typo 
watermark simple cypher, plus KGVI dark colours ½d - 1½d without 
postmark.  This is likely to be the die that was used c1917.  Unfortunately 
I only have a few of these dies, so could others report on what stamps with 
perfin HC postmark Hastings they have including value & date 
information.” 
 
“By the way I am still collating information on all perfins used by 
Council’s, so any information on any die is always welcomed.” 
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